Our products and services include:

- **Compressor Valves** - complete valve manufacturing, and expert reconditioning ALL valve styles including CPI’s high performing Hi-Flo™ VP and Hi-Flo™ RS valves

- **Packing Cases** - manufacturing of new cases (cooled and non-cooled) and reconditioning - restoring all critical groove depths for proper packing ring clearances and lapping all sealing surfaces to minimize packing case leakage

- **Packing & Wiper Rings** - Design and manufacturing in all materials to fit any application

- **Pistons** - manufacturing, reconditioning, thermal spray, hard anodizing

- **Piston & Rider Rings** - PTFE, PEEK, cast iron, bronze or CPI’S proprietary specialty polymer materials designed for the most critical applications, with a large inventory of standard grades of PTFE on hand for quick deliveries

- **Piston Rods** - manufacturing, reconditioning, thermal coating including CPI’s own Fivealloy plasma spray coating

- **PUMPGUARD™ Materials** - for pump wear parts (pump bushings, wear rings, guide bushings, etc.)

- **Lubrication Products & Services** - full product line in stock, in-shop and on-site field services, engineering expertise to optimize lubrication rates and design, build and install complete new lubrication systems

- **Complete Reciprocating Compressor Engineering** - valve reviews (VDA), lubrication reviews, packing, piston and rider rings, material evaluations

- **Field Services & General Machining**